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Marc, 

I'm sorry but I jur 
hope you'll pass 

Jlm Treece and I 
proposed pipetin 
Cltleg and YounS 
Az-her Water C 

Jlm is currently r 
Board. He serve 

Attorney before I 
events leading ul 

Arizona Corporation Commission 
DOCKETED 

Corporation Commission JUN 1 8  2002 
B r c  S p h r  
1-5560 

des, President 
!st Valley Taxpayers Aassn. lnc. 

OS. W-01656A-984577 6 SW42334A-984577 
Uater Co. Pipeline Proposal for the Sun 
i Youngtown 

had to get this material to you for the record. 1 
along to the other Commissloners. 

et because of our mutual interest in the 
being perpetfated on the residents of the Sun 
iwn and, the A.C.C If you will , by the 
, and Its predecessor, Citizens Water. 

wing on the Sun City Taxpayenr Assn. 
In Denver for almost ten yeam a$ a U.S. 
.Iring. He has documtbntgd a huge number of 
:o the current state of affairs as related to the 



Citizensk-Amer 
control of water F 
on golng even be 

I've never seen th 
herein and I ask y 
multitude of facta 
deny the Water Cc 

Klnd& regards, 

b J  
Cliff Cowles 

lwest (you'll excuse the utilities pun) for 
cources in the northwest valley, which has beeh 
 re I came to the valley 13 years ago. 

l history so well and concisely documented as 
u to make it a slow read because of the 
nd the powerful case the I think Jlm makes to 
rCtqlJeSt. 
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AZ-American) which was to 
e agreement between the same parties. There are at least 4 reasons 
be unenforceable. I outline this to show how anxious the RCSC 

be part of a previous 

sfer for 86 years the most valuable asset of RCSC-its grandfathered 

the Copration Commission. Originally, RCSC was to give up 
amount of CAP (river)water. Now RCSC was to give up 2500 

become public until SCTA demanded it be made a part of 

owl consideration. Reamn 1.Thus the agreement i s  void 

water agreed to be transfmed by RCSC, it was necessary 
by Sunland Mortuary, 8 part of SDI. By terms of the 

water had to be used on Sun City golf courses. Citizens now 
in Sun City West and to sell any reminder to its customers. 

ment that the agreement is void for lack of consideration to save itself 
promised RCSCW that it will deliver RCSC:'s ground water to RCSCW, 
sed 2300a.f. OFCAP water. In a separate deal RCSCW gave up to Citizens 

uld have returned to the ground for like credit &om the 
pe J3[ fights to Citizens. Citizens was to build a pipeline 

RCSCW was going to get RCSC pound water and 
the added 5000 a.f. in pricing the pipeline to Sun 

only to RCSC (not the original 
pay for any or maybe part of 
e giving to RCSCW? Is it 
2. The agreement is 

i n a d  liability to SDI fm b q c h  of contract with Citizens. 
RCSC may like to use 

RCSC? No one 

e their contracts with Citizens. RCSC had 
any involvement of the 

a small amount o 
apparently gotten i t s  
CAP water. RCSC 

both RCSC and RCS 
attorney employed. 

oard for its conservation and proper use 
of houses from Webb, 

in the charter suggests or intimates 
t whatsoever to its members. RCSC 
Citizens M the representation that 
was saved. It was still bdng put on 
rses. RCSC suffered a detriment 
water rates raised 45%. Lawyers 

d their powers, "ultra vires". Reason 4. The purported sale 
oration did n d  own the water but 

of the members no such 
transfer was proper. 
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Sun City had its own 40-year old inigation system with ample water for its 
grabbed all its grandfathd water and contrd of its pumps. That stolen 
lions per year to RCSC members. They got no say though in this unholy 

The river water, we get, 
cost overruns anytime 
recharge salt and such 

inants like salt. We're stuck again. .It there are unexpected pipeline 
years of the lease, we're stuck. water If our CAP water was in 

costs could not happen. Citizens' first big lie was that we were required to 
was that the water saved by use of CAP water would remain in the 

and would always be available to Sun City, if ever it was needed. AZ- 
lie .and it is like taunting us by sayin8 we really got you on that 

ng now that we know we were taken. AZ-American says now any 
ers. We bdieved we were savin groundwater from being used 

earn that it will be used instead on RC !f CW and Brianvood golf cowses. 
ughtcd. We give our water free to some ofthe wealthiest people in 

one. No one talks 

thearea . . 

obtained by a similar 
hole scheme was to get control of all water resuurces in the area. It 

RCSCW, to the one with RCSC, its pound water rights too. 
1 of Our groundwater it grabbed the valuable eflluent rights of 

f taking care of all its needs. Now if RCSCW doesn't get our water it 
its effluent water. Was that a a legal transfkr without a vote. probably 
ts top three men, with everyone's lawyer(Beyer), acting as advisors 
Beyer may still be being paid. Do they think of us or &-American 

exican. In a WESTCAPS ad, Citizens sough pariners, at reduced cost, 
disclosed 5000 af af capacity in the pipeline we are going to 

n witness for AZ-American at the recent ACC hearing 

r area golf courses. Those courses won't share in costs of the pipeline. 
500 of pipeline but 4 189/11,500. That will reduce our part fiom 60% 

to35%.but we still 
.There is one f i n  
in 1998. This fi 

pay 60%.( An expert says 74%) dl msk of the pipeline. 
It caused the miraculous ~ s u r r d o n  of the task fmce which was dissolved 
Mr. Beyer could argue at the ACC for the pipe1ine.He admitted his 
ntly Mr. Bqer also charged and represented Young town, which like Sun 

ey wrench into his plans 1 hear Youngtown may be planning 

ermined by a cosrlbenefit analysis. Sun City has more water 
ts golf cou~ses. Our only benefit from pipeline is a feel-good benefit. RCSC 
5889 a.f.of its ground water for 86 years.grauadwater and under some 

serves 5 people. Even at $100 per wre foot per year for 5889 af , the 
900 per year.. Over 86 ycars that is $50 million. In addition, Sun City 

r rates. He wanted to keep a lid on it. It gets no conceivable benefit 

loss to RCSC m 
pays added water rn 
annually. That i s  $1 

out 560 or so per year per household or a couple of million more 
ion over 86 years for Sun City. Thus one sees it is a very expensive cost for 

probably does better. It has to give up water rights too, but it gets RCSC 
bers have to bear large rate increases also. If loss of effluent rights is 

a bad one too. Arizona-American Manager Ray Jones say this 
t plant. The WBter company puts 6500 af of CAP water on golf 

ndwater and sells it to its customers. It gets also a pipeline 
pipeline is like having 
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built far which it can 
gets RCSC and RCSC 
scheme. 

courss. It saves no 

ts new and old customers, because its "investment" is greater. It 
which it can sell so, by fiu, it gets the best of us by its 

m e s  and thus having to pay for tainted water for their 
. . Sun City ratepayers are hurt by having to &ve 

gets no benefit, but certainly a net ioss, especially when the value 
ary there is an alternate way of for all to obtain a fair benefit at a 

the CAP water recharge facility . The cost ofrecharge benefits ratepayers 
r on golf cou~ses. The rate will not be Suftiuent to cause them "rate 
er g a p  (RUCO) has said the pipeline project will cause. It makes the 

loss of water rights into accwult. The present valuable water resources of' 
n their property. And be leased in part for laqe sums. AZ- 

well. No one takes advantage afthe other nor grabs the ri@ts of 
permitted to benefit outrageously from a campaign of 

, diainformation and misinformation waged against a gullible and 

American and all resid 

1 misrepresentation, Gone 
I patriotic dtizmry of sun I 

! 
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est Valley Taxpayers Assn., Inc. 
~wles, President 

'8 thoughts that I hope you can take a 
o look over, all relevant to what I am now 
le great water heist" 

http://Cowkscmg);luno.com
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duggery promulgated by The Water 
. Center Boardg in the recent past 
e Commission doesn't have to 

consider If it re 

mer .  Water Co. 

Citie) water that would be 
r would be "saved" and held 
ask Force was clearly lead 

ve that would happen and that statement 
aterialty important in their decision process. 

ce been admitted by the Water Co. that no 
was ever considered. 

ulred to give them (water 
e us CAP water. The Task 
DWR required it. This is 
, Thus, another promise 

naterlally important to the Task Force 
that was a Ile. 

ese and other lles fall under the charge of 

Citieg effectively gave 
r rights of both cities 
n opportunity to vote 

e Boards am guilty of 
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Over the years 1 
overrealousnes 
gain control of 1 
of both CitleK fc 

As I said, I woul 
a part of a w n  
and perhaps ille 
Co. lies and t h e  

Respecffully, 

Cliff Cowtes, Pn 
Northwest Valle 

& 

have been many other examples of 
the part of the Water Co. in order to try and 
Del WQbb intended to belong to the residents 
rpetuity ... our grandfathered water righb. 

pe that the Commission would nut want to be 
e attempts of the Water Co. to brlng harmful 
consequences on the Cie based on Water 
emUl actions of Rec. Board members. 

Went 
Taxpayers Assn., In 


